HOW MESSAGENET CONNECTIONS WORKS

MessageNet Connections is an integrated system that unifies safety and security systems with everyday and
emergency communications systems using the technologies you already have to form a powerful system that
leverages the spectrum of devices found in the enterprise.

Private Communications Devices

Public Communications Devices

Video Cameras & Surveillance
Real-time, event-driven, live and
recorded video, including
user-initiated surveillance and video
conferencing.

Computer Pop-Ups
pop-up messages scroll on
the screens of network PCs.

Telephones
supports desk/cell phones, voice-mail,
auto dial directory, and SMS texting.
Messages can be received by phone.

PA Systems, VoIP and Analog
a front end that provides new
intercom features such as
text-to-intercom, log-on controls,
message scheduling, and
logging. Multiple PA systems
controlled at one time.

E-Mail
messages can be sent from
Connections to any internal
or external user.

FIRE




Text Messaging & Paging
supports commercial, in-house, and
two-way pagers as well as PDA’s. Pager
voice-mail and customizable paging
applications available. Support for
Vocera badges, RSS and Twitter.
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Panic Buttons & Detectors
supports a variety of wireless
duress/panic buttons, door and
window open detectors, and
smoke/motion detectors. Also
supports wireless IP cameras and
interfaces to fire and alarm systems.

Two Way Radios
messages can be delivered
on your two way radio.

Fire Panel Integration
integrates with industrystandard fire panels to
receive and process
real-time information
and send messages
accordingly.

Server
EMERGENCY EXIT

LCD and Digital Signage
an integrated multimedia communication
alert panel with the capability to deliver web
content, Power Points, and audio and visual
messaging. Evacuation routes. Can also
scheduleand deliver locally stored video
content and broadcast TV content.

PBX

PoE Audio-Visual and LED signs
displays alerts and messages with scrolling
text, flashing lights, and audio PA.
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LED Electronic Signs
provides organization-wide outdoor
and indoor visual PA features. Can
support thousands of electronic signs
on your LAN and WAN.
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